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You wrote a book, now what? You need to promote it! Your audience can't buy
your book unless they know it exists. And telling them about it is your job. But how
do you do that? 

Here are 21 ideas to help you market your book and create the buzz you need to
sell, sell, sell!

Know Your Market's Wants And Needs
Do you know what your audience truly needs? If your book is written to help solve your
audience’s problems, you’ll have no trouble starting and sustaining active conversation
about your book. Deciding what your book is about should obviously have been your first
step in the writing process. But keeping that purpose in mind will help guide your marketing
strategy.

Hook Them With Your Story
Tell your audience who you are and why you wrote your book. If they can relate to you and
your motivation, they are more likely to remember and purchase your book. Remember, no
matter how personal your story, in the end what really matters is that it is really all about
your reader’s needs!

Ask, Ask, And Then Ask Again
People want to help you promote your book. But don’t assume they will know what you
want. Be specific in your ask. Tell them about every opportunity to promote for you
(posting on social media, participating in the launch party, and posting reviews), then ask
them to do it and reward them for taking action. Don’t ask tentatively—actually TELL them
what you want them to do.
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Keep it Short and Sweet
People who read non-fiction usually want to solve an immediate problem, so make sure
your book is concise, clear, and above all, actionable. This won't always be the case, but
short and sweet is often easier to market than a long, academic tome. The same goes with
your writing in the book. Short, punchy sentences filled with action are better than endless
prose.
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If You Are Speaking About Your Book Locally,
Visit the Venue in Advance
Knowing exactly where to go, where to park, how to get to the room you’re going to speak
in and what it looks like will not only help you visualize it and tip you off to special items to
bring with you that it lacks, it will also help reduce public speaking nerves. Studies have
proven we are far less nervous in venues we “know” rather than going cold to an unknown
place.

Register on Goodreads as an Author
Start interacting there too and reading reviews. Make connections! Your audience wants
and needs that connection. And if you create superfans, they will promote and share your
book!

Pay Attention to Feedback
This means feedback on your posts as well as feedback from beta readers and reviewers on
your book. It's easy to be defensive or hurt by responses to your creative effort. But if you
want to improve your writing, get into the habit of analyzing this feedback impartially.
Paying attention will help ensure you always write what your audience needs, helping you
produce books on a recurring basis.

Create a Hashtag for Your Book—and Use it
Be sure to research any hashtag ideas you have first, to make sure you won’t be hijacking
an existing hashtag (particularly if it could conflict with your marketing)! Hashtags are a
great way to keep track of what's being posted about your book.

Plan Your Launch Party
Don’t just invite people and leave it to fate. Plan games, giveaways during the event, prizes,
and fun questions. Create post samples and images your participants can copy and paste.
The more they feel heard and catered to, the more they will participate and post!
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Save Your Grand Prize for the End of the Party
But announce it first! Anticipation is a powerful motivator. Let people know there’s going to
be a Grand Prize awarded for those who stick around through the whole launch party.

Include the Link to Your Sign-up Page on Your
Amazon Author Page
Don't make it difficult for your audience to find and follow you. You’d be amazed how
many authors don’t think of doing this basic task.

Create a Video Book Trailer—and Optimize it!
Use relevant keywords in your book trailer description and title. Make sure it includes a call
to action to your website landing page.

Offer Different Formats of Your Book
Do this for beta readers and ARC reviewers. ASK what format they prefer it in. Offer ePUB,
.MOBI or .PDF, to make reviewing it easier for them. 

Make Sure Potential Hosts are Active/Established
Always invest in a little research before you offer to guest post or be interviewed. A good
rule of thumb is to make sure your potential host has been around at least three years, and
has an audience and following that is stronger than yours. Don't completely ignore new
podcasts or blogs though! They may someday have an enormous following.

Let Potential Hosts Know What You Will Do for
Their People
When offering an interview, always let them know how you can help their audience, how
you will promote your interview or post, and how you will follow up. Offer value in return
for the value they are giving you.
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Plan Your Next Book While You’re Blogging
Even as you write posts relevant to the current book you’re marketing (or about to market),
keep in mind you can take all the blog posts you write on your topic and package them into
your next book (especially if you can expand the material to address feedback on your
posts and provide additional information and solutions.)

Research Other Authors in Your Niche
Make notes on tactics and posts they create that really ‘speak’ to you—and adapt that type
of tactic or post for your own book website or social posts.

Plan to Advertise
Advertise on the social sites your audience is active on. That might be Facebook, Instagram,
or LinkedIn. Don't forget the power of promoting on Pinterest.

Donate Your Products or Books to Other Author
Giveaways
Work to become known as a “fellow author” in your niche and related topics. Contribute
prizes and create goodwill you can leverage when you need it for your own launch—it’s a
great way to get other authors—and readers—to remember your name.

Remind Yourself to Send Reminders
Seriously, plan in advance to send out reminders to reviewers, beta readers, and members
of your list whenever an event connected to your book is coming up. That includes your
launch party, free days on KDP Select, guest interviews you are giving or being given, and
your actual launch. And remind them to share your posts, too!

Create Image Quotes from Your Book
Create a number of beautiful and powerful image quotes—containing your best quotes from
your own book—and invite people to share.

And most importantly: Remember to track all your strategies, and repeat the
most successful ones for your next book launch!
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